Filipino-American artist, Ken Gotuaco, has painted an abstract landscape using color, line and shape to make ordinary objects look unusual. The sun’s center is painted gold, white, silver and rose. The sun rays use the same colors plus green and blue. Some colors are warm; some are cool.
You will use line, shape, and color to make an abstract sun with sun rays.
Using a pencil, your teacher or art docent will draw a circle in the middle of a 5”x5” piece of construction paper. Once that’s done, put your first name on the back of the paper-- the side without the circle.
Using a pencil, draw squiggly lines from the circle to the edge of the paper. Some of the sun rays will be shorter, some will be longer.
Trace your pencil lines with marker.
Fill in your sun with markers.
Yes, you can draw a face.
Colored pencils work well if you want to use a lot of color, except for light colors like yellow. Use a marker if you’re using yellow.
You can put a 2\textsuperscript{nd} set of sun rays behind the first set of rays, like in this partially completed sun.
Carefully cut out your shape with safety scissors.
Ken Gotuaco showed two abstract paintings. One contained the sun.

The other showed his impression of what can be seen through the Hubble telescope.

When you’re done with your sun, you can draw the planets like Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune.